
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
HEARTS & MINDS 
WORKSHOP
 

Are you looking encourage the right mindset and develop a

customer-centric culture?

 

We know that enhanced Customer Experience starts with

motivated, engaged and aligned employees.

 

Our successful Hearts and Minds programme gains your teams

buy in through a and encourages ownership and involvement

and explains to them why Customer Experience is important

and the role they play in delivering it.



Whats Included?

Topics Covered
To explain what Customer Experience is and why it is important

How it differs from Customer Service

Share examples of what great CX looks like

The role an individual can play in delivering great CX for an organisation

Discuss the barriers stopping your organisation from delivering great CX

The workshop consists of the following:
Pre-workshop practical "CX Safari”

Discussion

Practical exercises

Output
Delegates will go away with a clear understanding of CX. They will feel engaged with CX and

motivated to play their part. They will be equipped with a series of tools to help them assess CX

in the work place and put together plans accordingly



Our happy customers include



Multifarious Experience (ME) were fantastic in helping us assess the existing

grasp of CX principles and concepts across strands of the business (both

grade and department-wise) and fostered a lot of cross-departmental

discussions which added great value to the business, having them understand

they could support each other on respective pain points.

 

Time in the sessions literally flew by and all attendees felt it was time very

well spent despite very busy agendas. It was so well received, that some

concepts, slides and examples that were presented became hallmarks in

attendee's own slide decks when presenting across the business, ensuring the

customer was being put first, no matter what. If your programme is failing to

engage stakeholders or you're at the start of your programme, give ME a call.

 

Gustavo Imhof

Customer Experience Manager

 

 

What our clients say ...
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